Case Report

Five Steps to Success - Advanced Interdisciplinary Endoscopic Therapy in a Case of an Intrathoracic Insufficiency of the Esophagogastrostomy and the Development of a Significant Esophagobronchial Fistula
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Abstract

Introduction: Endoscopic negative pressure therapy (ENPT) is an effective new method to treat patients with anastomotic insufficiencies of the upper gastrointestinal tract. Development of an esophagobronchial fistula in situation of postesophagectomy anastomotic insufficiency is a rare but challenging and potentially life-threatening complication. In cases of contact to the respiratory tract ENPT is non-operatively because of air leakage.
Case Report: We report about a patient with a bronchial fistula going out from an esophago-mediastinal cave caused by an anastomotic insufficiency. Five steps to an optimal endoscopic treatment were needed. Finally a combination of endobronchial stenting and active drainage of the mediastinal cave and the stomach was used.

Discussion: Successful outcome in this case is attributable to good interdisciplinary communication of all attending physicians and the imaginative combined usage of endoscopic devices.
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1. Introduction

Patients with esophageal carcinomas or carcinomas of the esophageal gastric junction are critical patients because of low nutritional status, passed chemotherapy and visceral surgery with one or two cave resections [1]. Anastomotic leaks are considered to be a predominant reason for tracheobronchial fistulas following esophagectomy [2]. Leakage of intrathoracic anastomosis complicated by a tracheobronchial fistula is a devastating situation. Persisting contamination of respiratory system, mediastinum and pleural cavity results in rapidly progressing septic disease. A stent-based therapy to cover the fistula is possible.

Endoscopic treatment concepts for intrathoracic anastomotic insufficiencies are stent-based, to cover the leak, or endoscopic negative pressure therapy (ENPT) to use an active drainage of an existing cave with endoluminally or intracavitarily placement of the open-pore device [3-5]. Open-pore devices are polyurethane foam drainages or handmade open-pore film drainages (OFD). This device was introduced by G. Loske [6-8]. An open-pore film (Suprasorb CNP® Drainage Film, Lohmann & Rauscher International, Germany) could be wrapped at the distal end of a nasogastric tube or in position of the gastric perforations on a nasojejunal feeding tube. The gastric channel is oronasal redirected and connected to a electronic vacuum pump.

2. Case Report

A 57 years old patient suffered new from dyspnoe and respiratory partial insufficiency. He was treated with ENPT [1, 9, 10] for an insufficiency of the esophago-gastrostomy. Esophagectomy for an esophageal squamous cell carcinoma was made three week ago. Changes of the open-pore devices for ENPT were made every 3-5 days under general anesthesia with intubation in the rooms of the interdisciplinairy endoscopy. The known insufficiency of the esophago-gastrostomy was located twenty-four centimeters from the dental arch. A gastroscope could pass the insufficiency into a paragastric mediastinal cave. We detected a fistula into the respiratory tract going out from the mediastinal cave. In the immediately conducted bronchoscopy we found an anergic fistula to the left main bronchus with putrid secretion into the lung with permanent aspiration (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Outline of the anatomical situation (yellow = esophagus and stomach, orange = insufficiency with mediastinal cave, blue = respiratory tract).

2.1 Stent
First step was the change of treatment concept from ENPT to a stent-based approach. A fully-covered self-expandable metal stent (SEMS) was placed in position of the anastomotic region [11]. Finally a jejunal feeding tube was placed.

2.2 Stent and Suction on the mediastinal cave
After endoscopic intervention patient was transferred to the ICU because of respiratory failure. Antibiotic treatment was extended. Furthermore a fluid leakage from the esophagus and the mediastinal cave into the lung was detected. Next endoscopy was required after 48 hours. Change of the treatment concept was indicated: An active drain of the mediastinal cave with an OFD for ENPT was indicated. A wrapped 16 Fr nasogastric tube was placed into the mediastinal cave, oronasal redirected and connected to an electric vacuum pump. After positioning of the open-pore device a fully-covered SEMS was placed over the anastomotic region. Finally a feeding tube was placed into the jejunum.

2.3 Pressure controlled ventilation
Persistent drain of fluids via the fistula was detected bronchoscopically. So we recommended for the ventilated patient a pressure controlled ventilation with a PEEP of 10-12 mmHg for some days to prevent the secretion into the lung. This was the third step.
2.4 Esophageal Stent and Vacuum Therapy in the mediastinal cave and in the stomach

Moreover we used the feeding tube for an ENPT of the stomach. The feeding tube was wrapped with the open-pore film at the gastric perforations of the tube and finally the gastric tube was connected to a vacuum pump. We treated the patient with this concept for 7 days. In the control endoscopy with gastroscopy and bronchoscopy we found a persistent but amended and decreased fistula.

![Image of the fully-covered esophageal stent (*) filled with a jejunal tube (#) with wrapped area in gastric position for continuous suction and a wrapped tube (+) positioned in the mediastinal cave.](image)

**Figure 2:** Image of the fully-covered esophageal stent (*) filled with a jejunal tube (#) with wrapped area in gastric position for continuous suction and a wrapped tube (+) positioned in the mediastinal cave.

2.5 Endobronchial Stenting and Vacuum Therapy in the mediastinal cave and in the stomach

Fifth step included an endobronchial stenting with removal of the esophageal SEMS. ENPT with OFD in mediastinal position and active gastric fluid removal with the wrapped feeding tube were continued.

![Image of the endobronchial stent (*) and an open-pore film drainage on a naso-gastric tube for the mediastinal cave (+) and an open-pore film drainage on a triluminal tube (#) for the gastric suction (ventilation tube is closed with a yellow clamp) and jejunal feeding.](image)

**Figure 3:** Image of the endobronchial stent (*) and an open-pore film drainage on a naso-gastric tube for the mediastinal cave (+) and an open-pore film drainage on a triluminal tube (#) for the gastric suction (ventilation tube is closed with a yellow clamp) and jejunal feeding.
Figure 4: Endoscopic image of the anastomotic region with the bronchial fistula (**) and a view into the mediastinal cave (++), into the gastric lumen is a wrapped tube positioned for endoluminale negative pressure therapy.

Figure 5: Endoscopic finding of the anastomotic region with completely healed insufficiency.

The fifth treatment concept was maintained for four weeks. Removal of the mediastinal tube was done after two weeks because of good wound cleaning and decreased wound size. Patient recovered completely from the anastomotic insufficiency and the bronchial fistula. Bronchial stent was removed after 4 weeks. Patient could be discharged 12 weeks after oncological resection, 11 weeks after primary detection of an intrathoracic anastomotic insufficiency and 8 weeks after primary detection of an esophago-bronchial fistula. To treat this patient was an interdisciplinary maximum performance. In addition patient developed an anastomotic stricture. At the moment he is treated with endoscopic dilatation interventions every two weeks. No tumor recurrence is detected up to now.

3. Discussion

Development of a tracheobronchial fistula after esophagectomy is a rare but life-threatening complication. Inflammatory erosion of the tracheobronchial tree could be a reason for such a fistula [2]. Patients suffered on
mediastinitis, pleural infusion and aspiration pneumonia. Endoscopic interventions to treat intrathoracic insufficiency after esophagectomy are stent-placement and ENPT. Problems in stent-based treatment concepts are not-cover situations and stent-migration [2, 11]. In a review and meta-analysis by Rausa et al. [4] significantly higher leak closure rate, shorter treatment duration, a lower major complication and in-house mortality rate for ENPT compared to stent-based treatment were described. Negative pressure could not be established in cases of air-leakages.

We report about a demanding complication situation in a vulnerable patient. Finally we used endobronchial stenting and active mediastinal and gastric drainage. The path to optimal treatment needed 5 evolving steps, went by the whole interdisciplinary team. A lot of changes in the endoscopic treatment and relevant changes for the attending physician’s team at the ICU were made. Advanced endoscopic treatment was successful because of good interdisciplinary communication and imaginative endoscopic solutions with usage of currently endoscopic techniques.
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